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All About LUV' 
 

News Archives (October 2008) 
 
 

Patty Brard  Vs Viola Holt  - news posted on October 3rd 2008  
 

The media like when they can 
shed light on the rivalry 
between female celebrities. 
That's what has recently 
happened with Patty Brard  and 
Viola Holt . In a recent interview 
in AD (Algemeen Dagblad), the 
Shownieuws  presenter and 
her SBS 6 colleague (Gerard Joling ) have strongly criticized 
Holt . According to the duet of the high rated game show "Wie Ben 
Ik? '', the relationship between Holt  and Bonnie St. Claire  (as 
they appeared in early 2007 in a TV docusoap) was fake. La 

Brard  added that she is still active on TV whereas Holt  isn't, though both of them are 
mature personnalities. It's not the first time that Patty  has opponents in showbiz. In 
the past, she expressed disapproval of The Dolly Dots , Patricia Paay , Chazia 
Mourali  and José Hoebee  (before their reconciliation in 2005 to reform Luv' ). 
source: AD/De Telegraaf/Party 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Marga Scheide  about Luv'  on Schiffers.fm  - news posted on October 3rd 2008  

 

The blonde Luv' singer, who appeared in a recent article pusblished in the celebrity 
gossip magazine "Party ", was interviewed on October 1st in "Schiffers.fm ", a 
programme on AVRO/Radio 2 . The subject of this radio show was the 50th 
anniversary of Nederpop  (Pop music produced in the Netherlands). Because Luv'  
is part of the story of Dutch music, Marga Scheide  was asked to tell her impressions 
of the career of the girl group. She also said that when the female trio was very 
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popular in the late 1970's, it was hard to protect her privacy. She felt that people were 
spying on her. Fortunately, the Luv'  ladies have fun today when they perform.  
Source: Schiffers fm/AVRO-Radio 2 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Patty Brard  : nominated for Beau Monde Awards  and excluded from the list of TV 
Awards  nominees - news posted on October 3rd 2008  

 

The one and only Patty Brard  has been nominated for the Beau Monde Awards  in 
the category "Best cover ". The TV diva graced indeed the cover of the fashion and 
celebrity magazine in July. To vote for her, click here. The presentation of these 
awards will take place in the Amstel Hotel  in Amsterdam on October 30th 2008.  
source: Beau Monde 
Moreover, Patty  was selected for the nominations for the De Gouden Televizier-
Ring 2008  (the greatest Dutch TV awards) in the category "Female TV Host of the 
year ". Unfortunately, she wasn't chosen as one of the nominees. source: Televizier.nl 
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Wie Ben Ik? : ratings on October 4th - news posted on October 5th 2008  

 

Wie Ben IK?  (the game show on SBS 6 with Patty Brard ) was watched yesterday at 
9:30 pm by 1 235 000 viewers  (market share: 19,5%).   
source: Kijk Onderzoek 
  
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Jump With Me by Sheffield Jumpers  : latest charts update - news posted on October 9th 
2008 
  
Sheffield Jumpers  (Scooter 's protégés) currently hold the #95 position on the 
Official  German charts  with the single "Jump With Me" (which used a sample of 
Trojan Horse).  
source: Media Control Charts 
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Patty Brard : Worst Female TV Host Award  - news posted on October 9th 2008  

 

Patty  has won the "Lelijk Ding (Ugly Thing) Veronica Magazine Award " in the 
category "Worst Female TV Host ". La Brard  has refused to accept this prize. 
Though she is widely criticized by the public and in the press, the TV shows in which 
she appeared in 2008 (De Nieuwe Uri Geller , Ranking the Stars , Wie Ben Ik? ) 
were high in the ratings. It seems there's a "love/hate" relationship between the diva 
and the viewers.  
source: Algemeen Dagblad, Nu.nl, Blog.nl, Nieuws.nl, RTL Boulevard, Blik op Nieuws, TV-Visie  
  
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
José Hoebee 's "Meet 'n greet " day: my report - news posted on October 9th 2008 
  
I attended the 2008 José 's Fan Club Day in Best on September 28th. To know my 
feelings about this particular event, go to the page entitled "José Hoebee 's Meet'n 
Greet Day 2008 ."  
I would like to thank José , Peter , Jos , the fans, the Dutch Show Company , and 
Café Amicitia  to make it a beautiful day!!!! 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Gerard Joling & Patty Brard : do they know each other? - news posted on October 10th 
2008  

 

In an article published on October 4th, the newspaper De Telegraaf  asked Gerard 
Joling  and Patty Brard  questions to find out if they really know each other. Does 
Gerard  know Patty 's birth place? Does Brard  know Joling 's real birth name? etc... 
This interview is the pretext for the duo to give funny answers.  
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The two celebrities are currently team captains of Wie Ben Ik?  (a saturday evening 
high rated game show on SBS 6). They've been colleagues for years.  
Source: De Telegraaf 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Viola Holt  strikes back!!!! - news posted on October 10th 2008  

 

The fight between Patty Brard  and Viola Holt  (see news on October 3rd 2008) goes on.  
Viola  told Story  (a Dutch celebrity gossip magazine) that Patty  is hypocritical. 
According to Holt , the Luv'  diva is jealous of her. She said: "With her presentation of 
Shownieuws , she can't experience what I've done during my career. Maybe is she 
dreaming of it?"  
La Brard  answered: "I meant that Viola  must remain herself. Look at me, I'm also fat 
but look what I've accomplished. I don't hate Viola . On the contrary: I think she's a 
brilliant interviewer.  
Patty  wants Viola  to participate in Wie Ben Ik?  (the popular game show on SBS 6) 
but will it happen? 
source: Story/De Telegraaf 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Jump With Me: out of the German charts - news posted on October 16th 2008  

 

Jump With Me (the electro track by Sheffield Jumpers  with a sample of Luv' s 
Trojan Horse) has left the German singles charts. This minor hit peaked at #69 in 
September and only spent four weeks in the hit list.  
source: Media Control Charts.  
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Patty Brard  and Patricia Paay : forced collaboration - news posted on October 16th 2008  

 

Patricia Paay  has recently been the guest on "Wie Ben Ik? ", the game show 
featuring Patty Brard  as team captain. It's common knowledge that the two divas are 
enemies. Their rivalry started in 2003 when the two celebrities had their own reality 
TV show. Now they both work on SBS 6: Paay is jury member on Popstars  whereas 
Patty  presents Shownieuws  and takes part in Wie Ben Ik?  That's why they've been 
forced by their channel to appear together in the game show (which is broadcast on 
Saturday at 9:55 PM). The celebrity gossip magazine, Weekend , has published an 
article about this event in its latest issue.  
source: Weekend, De Telegraaf, RTL Boulevard, Sentimento 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 

 
An afternoon with Martin Vink  - news posted on October 16th 2008 
  
I met a big fan of Luv'  and José Hoebee  at the latest "meet 'n greet " day in Best. 
His name is Martin Vink . Five days later, he invited me at his house to show me his 
impressive Luv'  collection. It was nice to talk to such an expert. You can read the 
story of my pleasant afternoon with Martin  on the "Articles" page.  
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Wie Ben Ik? : ratings on October 18th - news posted on October 19th 2008  
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Yesterday's broadcast of "Wie Ben Ik? " on SBS 6 was watched by 1 114 000 
viewers  (market share: 18.3%). The ratings are still acceptable even there's a 
decline in comparison with the previous shows. There are two reasons for this slight 
decrease. On the one hand, the programme was scheduled half an hour later than 
usual (at 9.55 PM). On the other hand, competition with other channels (Nederland 1 
and RTL 4) is intense.  
Fortunately, the public couldn't notice the tension between Patty Brard  and Patricia 
Paay (see news posted on October 16th). At the end of the programme, while Gerard 
Joling  was singing his latest hit, Patty  did the splits (her trademark since her funny 
performance in Sterren Dansen Op Het Ijs ).  
source: SBS 6/Kijk Onderzoek 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
José Hoebee  to write a column on Benny Neyman 's official site - news posted on 
October 19th 2008  

 
José Hoebee  will soon write a 
column on Benny Neyman 's 
official website. Neyman  was a 
great Dutch singer who passed 
away in February. José  was one 
of his friends in showbiz. She 
was of course utterly 
devastated when he died. Will 
Hoebee  (José 's husband) 
produced some of his biggest 
hits (like the #1 single Waarom 

Fluister Ik Je Naam in 1985). Other celebrities are also expected to write columns 
evoking memories of the late artist. 
source: De Telegraaf 
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Patty Brard  gets her own magazine - news posted on October 23rd 2008  

 

The "enfant terrible" of Luv' , Patty Brard , has recently been approached by 
Telegraaf Tijdschriften Groep  (part of Telegraaf Media Groep N.V , the largest 
Dutch media and publishing company) to launch her own magazine. A single issue, 
in association with the celebrity gossip mag "Privé ", is planned for the moment. It's 
not the first time that the Shownieuws  presenter is involved in a publication. In late 
1992, the TV diva had already started a magazine: "Hello/Brard ". Due to poor sales 
and a bad accountancy, it flopped then and Patty  went bankrupt.  
source: De Telegraaf, Novum, Nos, Nu.nl, Sentimento, Blog.nl, Blik op Nieuws, Nieuwsbank, 
DePers.nl 
 
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@ 
 
Wie Ben Ik? : latest ratings - news posted on October 26th 2008  

 

Wie Ben Ik? , the game show on SBS 6 featuring Patty Brard  as a team captain, 
was watched yesterday evening by 1 283 000 viewers (market share: 19,5%). These 
are good ratings. There's even an increase in comparison with the previous 
broadcast.  
source: Kijk Onderzoek 

 


